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1. Abstract
Beam offers industry-leading blockchain confidentiality, achieved by 

implementing several privacy protocols such as Dandelion, Mimblewimble & 

Lelantus. Beam’s privacy, usability and loyal community make it one of 

the best ecosystems to trade confidential NFTs. Beam solves some of the 

biggest issues associated with traditional NFTs through the 

implementation of confidential NFTs, meaning all NFT transaction 

metadata, such as  sender/receiver wallets, transaction time & contents 

are private-by-default. Private owners and collectors can use the Beam 

ecosystem to store confidential NFT; and in the future NFTs can be 

bridged to various blockchains for cross-chain trading.
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Our goal is to drive the adoption of the Beam NFT ecosystem and attract 

new users to the  Beam and privacy-focused projects. BeamBots was 

envisioned from the get-go as a DAO, aiming to create awareness and 

engagement around NFT based projects; this is reflected in many elements 

of the BeamBots project.
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2. The BeamBots Collection
a) Overview:
The BeamBots NFT project is a decentralized autonomous organization 
(DAO) with fully transparent tokenomics, inviting the community to 
dictate the future of BeamBots, its reserve token treasury, and the 
direction of the project as a whole.

The BeamBots is an NFT collection of 444 uniquely generated hand drawn 
robots. There are several different models (Grippers, Babies, Animals, 
Superheroes, Humans and Mega) that allow varied use cases and 
gamification. Due to the handmade nature of each BeamBot, there are no 
rarity levels. BeamBots NFTs have all the needed elements for several 
NFT-based activities like play-to-games, digital-identities, and DeFi 
use cases. Future development will be governed by the holders of 
BeamBots and the BeamBots token holders through DAO voting.

Humans Grippers Superheroes

Babies Megabots Animals
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b) Mint
Minting schedule - We like Beam's experimental approach of each artist 

minting 10 NFTs every week. Since the NFT ecosystem in Beam is still 

growing, we will continue with this approach minting 10 BeamBots NFTs 

each week. The schedule is as follows:

It's important to note that in the 

future we will launch more 

collections inspired by BeamBots, 

The minting schedule of such 

collections are not reflected in 

the minting schedule of the

original BeamBots NFT collection.

Figure 1: BeamBots NFT collection minting schedule (accumulated graph) 
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3. Token Economy
a) Utility
The BeamBots tokens ($BB) will be a confidential asset on the Beam 
blockchain. Initial utility will be to award $BB token holders 
governance power in the BeamBots DAO.

b) Additional Utilities
We envision additional utilities and functionalities for the $BB token, 
such as incentivizing users to actively vote on the BeamX DAO, staking 
$BB tokens on BeamX DAPPs to gain discounts, revenue-sharing in the 
BeamBots NFT ecosystem and more. All such additional functionalities 
will be suggested and voted upon on the BeamBots DAO.

c) Schedule
There will be a maximum of 4,440,000 BeamBots ($BB) tokens All tokens 
will be minted on launch day and distributed in accordance with the 
BeamBots minting schedule and ownership. There are no mathematically 
complex equations here, but rather a simple concept, in which every 
BeamBots NFT in the Beam network will be escrowed with 10,000 BB Tokens 
(4,440,000 for 444 BeamBots NFTs). The BeamBots Token schedule is not 
based on block height but rather on BeamBots ownership, $BB tokens are 
emitted based on more BeamBots finding their owners.

BB Token Schedule

Figure 2: BeamBots token ($BB) Emission Schedule 
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d) Allocation
BeamBots have a rather spread and wide allocation, the main goal is to 
allocate tokens (future governance power) to the holders and supporters 
of BeamBots and the Beam ecosystem. As BeamBots ownership grows, so do 
the tokens in circulation. 



Treasury (30%) - The treasury funds will unlock once all the BeamBots 
are in the users’ hands, The BeamBots DAO will become active and 
treasury funds will be used to fund developments activities as voted by 
$BB token holders.



Monthly BeamBots HODL rewards (25%) -Each month the team will distribute 
140,000 tokens to BeamBots holders, aiming to strengthen the holder's 
future voting power, further incentivizing users to hold their 
BeamBots..



Airdrop to initial holders (3%) - On top of the monthly BeamBots HODL 
reward which will only be distributed to current holders of BeamBots, we 
do want to have something for the ‘weaker hands’ which tempted to sell 
their BeamBots, they will also get a one time drop with the hopes they 
will become active in the future DAO.



Periodic ownership reward (9%) - As the token schedule is based on 
ownership, each time we pass significant BeamBots ownership milestones 
(50%/75%/100% owned) we will have an airdrop celebration. (Note this 
will be done in a snapshot method meaning if you sold the BeamBot ahead 
of the 50%/75%/100% airdrop you will not get this airdrop).



BeamX voters (5%) - One of our goals is to promote adoption of the Beam 
ecosystem. Governance is one of the key pillars for Beam. We will 
airdrop 10,000 $BB tokens every BeamX voting cycle to $BEAMX voters, 
even if they don't hold BeamBots NFT.

The chart before shows a high spike toward the end; at this point all 
BeamBots will be owned, unlocking previously locked groups of $BB tokens. 
Let's dive deeper into the token emission schedule.
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Future BeamBots Collection (15%) - We truly love creating, and want to 

keep doing so, we think it will be for the benefit of our holders to 

keep building on the BeamBots brand, thus we will keep a separate 

allocation for future collection, this allocation will not be in the DAO 

treasury, but we are firm that it will not go into the team’s hands and


be managed with complete transparency.


Bounty (5%) - In order to collaborate and engage with non-BeamBots 

holders we kept a small allocation for community-building activities 

such as competitions, bounties, events and more. This allocation will be 

controlled by the team and will be serve to generate awareness and fun 

around BeamBots.

Team (8%) - Team tokens will be locked until 100% of the tokens are


emitted and all BeamBots are owned.

Figure 3 BeamBots ($BB) Token Allocations
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For Readers who prefer tables and detailed charts

Pie chart presenting the above

Figure 4 BeamBots ($BB) Token Allocation breakdown
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4. The BeamBots DAO
a) Purpose
The BeamBots DAO will be an opportunity for BeamBots holders to shape 

the future development of BeamBots, to vote on how the treasury funds 

are used for future development and activities, and to bring more 

exposure to BeamBots and Beam.

b) Governance
The plan is to fork and clone the 

BeamX voting Dapp and scheme to the 

BeamBots DAO. This means DAO 

conducts through the voting of 

BeamBots token holders, possibly 

holding a BeamBot NFT will be a 

must. Each token will equal one 

vote. Unlike BeamX, in BeamBots 

there will be only one type of 

proposal which will mostly be around 

the management of the DAO treasury. 

There will not be a minimum quorum 

but rather just set according to the 

majority of votes.

To vote, holders must stake their BeamBot tokens before the proposal 

voting begins and can withdraw their tokens when the voting ends.

The 6 commandments of BeamBots
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5. Roadmap - to be set by 

the DAO
BeamBots roadmap relies also on the timeline and completion of Beam SDK 
and documentation. One of the features we planned was to have a play-to-
earn (P2E) game even ahead of the DAO, but there is still some lack of 
understanding on how to work with BVM and Shaders. We do not want to 
publish a roadmap and not meet the milestones or the timing, Thus we 
decided to form the BeamBots DAO and shape together the BeamBots 
ecosystem. Some of the proposals our team discussed and would like to 
vote upon once the BeamBots DAO is released

 Monitoring tools (bridge monitoring, hash rate distribution 
monitoring, scammer alerts on social channels and more

 Curation and moderation of BeamX Dapp
 Guarding (nesting features for our beloved Bots
 P2E gam
 NFT collaboration
 Running some Dapps (Bridge, bridge as a mixer, possibly fork other 
BeamX DAPPs)



One of the initial votes we shall propose is a royalties feature for the 
BeamBots NFT collection. The royalties will be stored in the DAO 
treasury funding future growth in the BeamBots ecosystem.
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6. Our vision
We believe that human destiny will be decided at the frontiers of 

technological innovation and human collaboration, and we hope to set an 

example to the informing ecosystem of what we can accomplish, by 

building an organizational form that protects self-sovereignty - where


participants are always free to choose between participating or exiting 

and have total control over their privacy and information - BeamBots is 

a fight for Privacy and Freedom!
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7. Disclaimers
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING SECTION CAREFULLY:

 Experimental project


A lot of the concepts we are implementing and envisioning for the DAO 

are truly experimental, we will not be held responsible for any damage 

the DAO or the project will cause - use with care

 Team


We are a team of 4 crypto enthusiasts, and all are active community 

members of Beam since 2019 & even 2018. In the spirit of privacy the 

team asks to remain anonymous, please respect that. While the team is 

anonymous we do play it super fair and do not plan to leave this project 

or Beam in the far future, we are here for the long run. We are trying 

to have this DAO launch as fair as possible taking everything into 

consideration, so there will NOT be an IDO nor any kind of token sale. 

In order to get tokens users will need to be BeamX active voters and/or 

hold BeamBots NFT

 Centralized


We aim to have the DAO ready and have real on-chain voting by BeamBots 

token holders, but until we will reach that point BeamBots is run mostly 

manually by its team, meaning currently fully centralized

 Relying on Beam


Beam has amazing tech, but it's still a bit challenging to learn and 

build on top of it. BeamBots depends on Beam’s SDKs and documentation 

and without proper tools the project will have a hard time fulfilling 

its goals.
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 No Advice


No part of the lightpaper, Twitter account, website or any other project 

materials should be considered to be business, legal, financial, 

investment, or tax advice. You should consult your own legal, financial, 

tax, or other professional advisors regarding any such information

 Tokens and NFTs


We make no warranties or representations whatsoever regarding the tokens 

and NFTs, and we expressly disclaim any and all warranties and 

representations related to them

 Forward-Looking Statements


All the content, opinions, forecasts, projections, future plans or other 

statements are forward-looking statements. Any development plans and 

projections, business projections, future functionality and projected 

performance of the tokens, NFTs, the whole project, or us, as well as 

prospects and the future prospects of any industry, are forward-looking 

statements. Forward-looking statements by their nature address matters 

that are, to different degrees, uncertain or unknown. Please use at your 

own risk.
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8. Important Links
BeamBots:

Beam:
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Website

Website

Medium

Medium

Telegram

Telegram

Twitter

Twitter

BeamBots collection

GitHub

BeamNFT Gallery

Forum

https://www.thebeambots.com/
https://beam.mw/
https://medium.com/@BeamBots
https://medium.com/beam-mw
https://t.me/TheBeamBots
https://t.me/BeamPrivacy
https://twitter.com/beamprivacy
https://twitter.com/thebeambots
https://beamnft.art/collection/BeamBots-16
https://github.com/BeamMW/beam
https://gallery.beam.mw/#/
https://forum.beam.mw/

